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KENNECOTT

JOURNEY

Kennecott: It is one of the most unlikely ghost towns in the United
States. The way there is long and hard, and you are not apt to stumble
upon it by accident. About eighty miles north of Valdez in southcentral Alaska, you turn east off the main Richardson Highway and
drive thirty miles on deteriorating asphalt to the tiny hamlet of Chitina, with its bar, post office, and thirty-odd inhabitants. There, the
pavement gives out altogether and you had better buy gasoline, for
you will not get the chance to do so again. As you continue east across
the Copper River, the roadbed suddenly narrows, changes to gravel,
and shows increasing evidence of being exactly what it is: an abandoned railroad bed. The ties have been removed to make the going
easier for cars, but each winter the frost still heaves up a few of the
old spikes that once held rails and ties together. Locals will suggest
that you check your spare tire before proceeding, lest one of these
historical artifacts put a premature end to your journey.
You are on the McCarthy Road, which will carry you some 63
miles into the heart of the Wrangell Mountains. You will see few people or buildings along the way, but everywhere there are quiet indi-

cations that this corridor was once much busier than it is today. Despite
its state of abandonment, the roadbed has obviously had great labor
and capital expended upon it; although the countryside dips and rolls
around you, the grade of the road is virtually a dead level, reflecting
the engineering skill of its builders. At times decaying wooden trestles
tower 50 or more feet above you, and you wonder who went to so
much trouble to erect such structures in so remote a land. Your most
exciting moment (some would say terrifying) is likely to come when
the road crosses 283 feet above the gray-green waters of the Kuskulana
River, on an eighty-year-old steel bridge that spans the narrow canyon with only the most casual of guardrails. That such a construction
has survived the earthquakes and winter storms of three-quarters of a
century is testimony to the care that went into building it. You can
try to reassure yourself with this thought as you inch your car across
it.
The McCarthy Road finally comes to an abrupt end at the foot
of the Kennicott Glacier, where the dirty torrent emerging from beneath
the ice has washed away all traces of the route. Your journey is still
not over. Here you must leave your car behind and pull yourself across
the river in a tiny hand-powered cable car suspended fifteen or twenty
feet above the churning water. Once you've relocated the old railbed,
it is a few hundred yards' walk to the village of McCarthy, where
perhaps a dozen people still make their homes. You may want to pause
before continuing, for the town is a rather haunting shadow of its
former self. The streets have become little more than foot trails if you
can find them at all beneath the dense foliage. Most of the buildings
have not seen a coat of paint in half a century. More than a few are
being actively reclaimed by the vegetation around them, as sagging
roofs and collapsing walls return to the soil.
If you know the West, you have seen such abandonment before;
it is all too familiar a place. As such, it conjures up the sorts of questions one often asks in the presence of romantic ruins. The people
who built these empty structures, where did they come from? What
sorts of lives did they lead, and why did they leave their homes in this
sorry state? Why were they here, what did they do, where did they
go? The solutions to such riddles lie like tracings in the landscape
around you, for the past of these people is written in the marks they
made upon this land.
To understand what happened to McCarthy, you must complete
the final leg of your journey. The old railroad bed does not end here.
It leads you yet another six miles north, skirting the edge of the vast
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November 11, 1938, the last locomotive completed its run from Kennecott to the coast, leaving behind it an abandoned pair of rails leading
to an abandoned pair of towns in a remote but extraordinarily beautiful Alaskan valley.7
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What is one to make of this place and of the memories that lie so
visibly on its landscape?
The thing that initially most strikes one about Kennecott is just
how western it is. Despite its far northern location, nearly everything
about it evokes the West. Its remote rocky valley, ringed by snowcapped peaks, could lie only on the sunset side of the Mississippi River.
Although it inverts the dryness that characterizes large parts of the
arid West, it shares with the rest of the region a more fundamental
trait: a climate of extremes. It has too much cold, too much rain and
snow, too much and too little sun to be mistaken for anywhere else
on the continent. People living under these conditions must adopt
very different survival strategies from those in the gentler East. Because
the climate is so severe, relatively few people can live here. Even at
the height of its mining operations, the population density of the valley was minuscule, with virtually all its inhabitants clustering in two
towns and four mines. This distribution of people mimicked in miniature the West as a whole, where large cities remain separated by
vast stretches of relatively empty land. In much the same way Kennecott's resource-extractive economy mimicked that of many other parts
of the region. Finally, these ruins evoke one of the most familiar patterns of western settlement, the boom-and-bust economy that can create and destroy communities almost overnight. If one wanted a case
study for thinking about environmental change in the West as a whole,
one could do a lot worse than to make the long journey to Kennecott.
What happened at this place, and the way it became connected
to the rest of the world, provide a classic study in the environmental
history of western North America. In exploring Kennecott's changing
environment, we ask questions that have a significance beyond this
place, for they point to new ways of thinking about the West as a
region, new ways of approaching environmental history in other times
and other places.8 In posing them, we seek to integrate three broad
elements: the ecology of people as organisms sharing the universe with
many other organisms, the political economy of people as social beings
reshaping nature and one another to produce their collective life, and
the cultural values of people as storytelling creatures struggling to find
the meaning of their place in the world. Our goal in peering through

these three lenses is to see how environmental change relates to other
changes in human societies. The special task of environmental historians is to tell stories that carry us back and forth across the boundary
between people and nature to reveal just how culturally constructed
that boundary is—and how dependent upon natural systems it remains.
As we seek to understand Kennecott, the questions we ask must show
us the paths out of town—the connections between this lonely place
and the rest of the world—for only by walking those paths can we
reconnect this ghost community to the circumstances that created it.
One starting point, obviously, is the environment itself. It makes
good sense to follow the geographer's lead and ask questions that map
the natural features of the place called Kennecott. One looks at its
climate to determine its temperatures (cold), its total precipitation (high),
its annual growing season (short). One learns about its bedrock, its
minerals, its soils. One identifies the plant species that make up its
vegetation and the animal species that constitute its food chain. One
gathers data about the microorganisms that infect the people and other
creatures that live here. One maps out the flow of its rivers, the depth
of its water table, the slopes of its topography, and all the other physical characteristics that might somehow be relevant to human life. The
end product is a kind of atlas showing what is distinctive about the
environment of this particular place.9
The chief danger in this approach is that it all too easily produces
an endless accumulation of details with no order, no hierarchy, no
analytical value beyond mere description. All too many regional histories and geographies, in the West and elsewhere, begin with a dry,
dead chapter on "environment" that recites innumerable minutiae about
climate, soil, and vegetation without the slightest indication of why
they matter to history. Often they don't matter: the author forgets
most of them as soon as the chapter is over, never bothering to explore
their relevance to the rest of the narrative. The bankruptcy of such an
approach should be self-evident. The chief innovation of environmental history has been to assert that discussions of natural context cannot
be relegated to an isolated chapter but must be integral to the human
history of which they are so fundamental a part.
Cataloging the environment, then, is only the beginning of our
work. The deeper task is to connect it to the people who live within
it. To do so, we might simply ask what those people eat. The food
we put in our mouths, digest in our intestines, and excrete back into
the environment is one of our most intimate ties to the natural world.
Much of our social life is devoted to acquiring and consuming it. Our
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survival depends on it. Every article of food reaches our stomachs via
a different route, and is thus a kind of pathway—out of town and back
into nature—for an environmental historian to trace. Ecologists speak
much of the energy flows and nutrient cycles that define an ecosystem, and these apply no less powerfully to human societies. Energy
and nutrition are what food is all about. But because people inhabit
cultures as well as ecosystems, the choice of what to eat has as much
to do with filling the soul as with filling the gut. Two different communities inhabiting the same ecosystem can make radically different
choices about which parts of it will enter their stomachs. In so doing,
they say much about who they are and what they believe.
Take, for instance, the native people who inhabited the Copper
River watershed before Kennecott ever existed. Called the Ahtnas—
after the Russian name for the river itself—they relied entirely on
local plants and animals for their survival.10 Salmon, caribou, and
ground squirrels were among their most important foodstuffs. But to
describe such creatures only as "food" would be to miss their most
vital qualities, for they were also fellow beings who shared a complex
moral universe with the people who hunted them. Long ago, in myth
time, there had been no boundary between people and animals, so
that beings could shift form from human to raven to fish and back
again as suited their purposes.'' "Once all was man," the Ahtna storytellers said, and their tales of those former times reminded children of
the essential qualities that people and animals shared with one another.12
Even now the animals still had great power. They understood
human speech and were always watching from just beyond the edges
of the camp to see whether people were acting as they should. To
understand the Ahtnas' environment—and the environment of most
native peoples in North America—one has to see it as they did, as a
moral space inhabited by spiritual beings. The forest was everywhere
alive with eyes, all of them watching.13 "Good luck" and "bad luck"
were no mere superstitions in such a place; rather, they defined success or failure in the hunt, which in turn marked the boundary between
survival and death. One could kill and eat animals, but only after
properly thanking them for acquiescing in their own deaths. Some
were so powerful that to harm them at all brought great peril. Wolves,
for instance, were among the greatest of animal hunters, and it was
dangerous even to touch their tracks in the snow. If anyone was foolish enough to kill a wolf, the resulting bad luck was so strong that one
would never kill anything else again. Unless one atoned for the death

with a great gift to the animal, one would die a slow death oneself—
by starvation.14
Death by hunger is, of course, not merely a spiritual event but a
profoundly material one. The Ahtnas had good reason to worry about
it. For them, the threat of starvation was an annual affair. This suggests further questions we need to ask even about more forgiving environments. Any geographical description, no matter how static, can be
set in motion by asking, "How does this place cycle?"15 As the planet
rotates on its axis, how does the life of the day differ from that of the
night? As the earth revolves around the sun, how does the flux of solar
energy shift from month to month? During what period is life most
exuberantly abundant, and for how long does the local world slumber
in the winter cold? Most critically, at what time of year is sheer survival most at risk, and how do people respond to the dangers they
face?
The Ahtnas dealt with the extreme seasonal cycling of their ecosystem in several ways. For one thing, they kept their total population
very low, no more than a few hundred people in the entire Copper
River valley south of Chitina. In the seventy-mile stretch of country
between Chitina and Kennecott, perhaps thirty individuals made their
homes.16 Even this small group could not always live together, for
during the worst winter months the food supply was too sparse to
feed so many people. The Ahtnas solved this difficulty by regularly
shifting locations and changing the size of their settlements. Like most
people and animals, they also stored surplus food to use when nature's
larder would be nearly empty. In spring they lived in relatively large,
permanent villages along the banks of rivers where they could fish the
salmon runs, drying and storing their catch for later use. Toward
midsummer they headed upslope to smaller meat camps where they
could trap and hunt everything from caribou to squirrels. Fall found
them back at their larger village sites to eat the stored salmon they had
cached earlier in the year.
But the annual flow of solar energy is weak in Alaska, and even
animals have difficulty storing enough summer fat in their bodies to
make it through the long dark winter. Human beings faced the same
problem, and their success or failure depended on that of the animals.
By January or February Ahtna food caches usually began to give out
and families were forced to disperse once again in search of whatever
food remained. Late winter was always the hardest of times. If luck
was good—if people were scrupulous in attending to their rituals and
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if the animals were generous in their gifts—a small band could capture
enough ground squirrels and the occasional emaciated moose to make
it through the winter without great suffering. If not, starvation was a
constant possibility. In 1828 the winter failure of the caribou herds
brought death to more than one hundred natives in the Copper River
valley.17 When Lieutenant Henry Allen made the first American
exploration through this country, during the late winter of 1885, he
found hungry native families scrounging for food wherever he went.
Allen's own group, dizzy with hunger and barely able to crawl, was
eventually reduced to eating rotten moose meat, which they consumed as eagerly as the starving natives. As one member of the expedition reported, "it tasted good, maggots and all."18
Not just food is affected by the seasonal cycling of the ecosystem.
Virtually everything a human community does—its shelter, its clothing, its work, its rituals—reflects the wheel of the seasons. An environmental historian needs to track each of these elements and reconstruct
their connections to the natural world. Take travel, for instance. Alaska's peculiar climate and soils make it extremely difficult to move
through the interior during spring and fall, when mud, floods, and
unreliable ice encourage everyone to stay at home. (In this it has much
in common with other parts of the West; migrants on the famed Oregon and California trails faced many of the same seasonal problems.)
Alaskan travel is easiest when rivers are open and not so flooded that
boat travel becomes too dangerous, or in deep winter, when the rivers
are frozen and can serve as highways for sled travel. This meant that
groups like the Ahtnas could make extended journeys only at welldefined times of the year. When Lieutenant Allen set out from the
mouth of the Copper River, traders there were expecting upstream
natives to appear any day with their winter fur catch, taking advantage of the last reliable ice before the river broke up and travel became
impossible.19
Allen himself faced the same challenge. He and his men began
their journey with nearly half a ton of supplies but quickly learned
that there was no way to move so heavy a burden on sleds across the
unreliable snow and ice of the March landscape. Within three days of
starting, they had jettisoned nearly half their load. All that remained
in the way of food were 150 pounds of flour, 100 pounds of beans, 40
pounds of rice, two sides of bacon, 15 pounds of tea, and small quantities of beef extract, deviled ham, and chocolate.20 The list of provisions is ecologically suggestive, for there is nothing Alaskan about it.
Allen's food quickly gave out, so that he and his men soon found

themselves, as Alaskans said, "living upon the country," but his original intention had been to survive on the stored food he had imported
from Outside. 21 This in turn opens up a profoundly important set of
questions for environmental history and the history of the West.
Living upon the country or importing from Outside: These are
the two most basic human choices about how to live in a particular
place. From the many objects and organisms around them, people
identify a certain subset as "resources," things to be drawn into the
human community and turned to useful ends. Some become food,
some are burned for warmth, some are fabricated into clothing and
tools, some serve as markers of wealth and status, some express beauty,
some become holy, and most become a mixture of these things. Asking how people partition an ecosystem into a resource base shows us
the boundaries they draw between useful and useless things. Just so
do they define a unique human place in nature, a unique way of being
in the world.
Some of these resources are of interest to more than just local
people. Among the many human actions that produce environmental
change, few are more important than trade. When people exchange
things in their immediate vicinity for things that can only be obtained
elsewhere, they impose a new set of meanings on the local landscape
and connect it to a wider world. In so doing, they invent what one
might call new paths out of town. These increase the chance that the
local environment will begin to change in response to outside forces,
so that trade becomes a powerful new source of ecological change.
When transport systems and markets are limited, the resources
that enter into them and travel farthest tend to be light, low in bulk,
and highly valuable. It is no accident that early trade networks in
many parts of the globe concentrated on spices, rare foods, precious
metals, and furs. This was true throughout the West—one finds salt,
coffee, alcohol, gold, and skins being traded everywhere—and it was
true in the subarctic North. 22 Natives from interior Alaska exchanged
furs and fish with natives in coastal areas long before Europeans ever
visited the region, thereby linking the resources of two broad ecological zones.23 Such exchanges were not necessarily peaceful. Coastal
Chugach Eskimos from time to time made raiding expeditions nearly
to the source of the Copper River to pillage Ahtna settlements, rob
food caches, and kidnap women. 24 Viewed ecologically, raids and
conflicts of this sort often express many of the same values that underpin trade.
Although these "exchanges" might link communities hundreds of
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miles apart, native trade and its ecological consequences were limited
because goods could move only in packs, sleds, or boats. When the
Russians arrived in their sailing craft and sought to purchase furs,
they pulled Alaska into a much larger Eurasian market.25 This meant
that a certain share of Alaska's resources—particularly its fur-bearing
mammals—began to be extracted from the region and shipped halfway around the planet to meet the demands of people with dramatically different cultural needs. Russian and native traders started
operating along the coast and throughout interior Alaska. In response,
the Ahtna made regular excursions to the mouth of the Copper River,
traveling in boats made of caribou skins, which they dismantled, tanned,
and sold after arriving at the trading post.26
The ecological implications of such encounters were by no means
simple. The Russian demand for furs no doubt encouraged natives to
kill animals for different purposes than before, putting new population pressures on species that were now being exported from the local
ecosystem. A new market-oriented logic began to exist side by side
with the older gift-giving rituals that previously characterized native
relations with animals. But such changes were rarely absolute. Natives
managed to respond to market demands without abandoning their older
spiritual relationships with the world around them. 27 As long as the
fur trade depended for its work force solely on the small local population, hunting pressure on animals remained limited in scale.
This was less true on the coast. There marine mammals had special vulnerabilities that meant they could be exploited in much more
intensive ways. Unlike other ocean dwellers, marine mammals had to
breathe, opening themselves to human attack each time they surfaced
for air. More important, several species—especially seals and sea otters—
spent key periods of their reproductive cycles in coastal rookeries,
where cows and calves could escape the attacks of predators. There
they were easily slaughtered in the thousands by any human hunters
who had clubs and the will to use them. To create that will, the Russians conquered native populations on the coast, especially the Aleuts,
and reorganized them into a mobile labor force capable of exploiting
seals and sea otters at levels far beyond their natural reproductive rates.
By quite early in the nineteenth century market hunting was devastating marine mammals.28
Trade linked the resources of one ecosystem with the human
demands of another. Alaskan villages that had no sugar, alcohol, or
tobacco obtained such things by trading with communities that had
no furs. The net result was to redefine the resources of the Alaskan

landscape, pushing them beyond the needs of local subsistence into
the realm of the market, where any good could be transformed into
any other. At the same time the act of economic consumption came
to be increasingly separated from the place of ecological production,
distancing people from the consequences of their own acts and desires.
A kind of alienation from nature was the almost inevitable result.
In many parts of the world, one element in this process was simple population density. Trade redefined ecosystems by moving resources
from places with few people to places with many. Certainly this happened in most parts of the American West. Natives of the Copper
River valley had lived in relative balance with their fellow organisms
partly because their numbers were small, and stayed so because a
larger population would very likely have starved by winter's end. Local
game animals were not likely to suffer serious depletion as long as they
helped limit human numbers. Providing fur coats to the citizens of
Moscow or Peking or New York City, on the other hand, was an
entirely different matter. Wild game populations could hardly help
failing in the face of such demand.
But population density by itself is almost never an adequate
explanation for environmental change, for it leads willy-nilly to the
much more complicated riddle of why human beings number as they
do. Any environmental history must inevitably touch upon this question, if only implicitly. The answer has partly to do with the natural
abundance of the ecosystem but has even more to do with social organization and political economy. Farming folk tend to be more numerous than hunting and gathering folk the world over. When farmers
produce more food than they themselves consume, they can support
individuals and groups that do not raise their own food. The result is
not just greater human numbers but more elaborate human hierarchies. Agriculture thus supports the rise of cities, supplying their dense
nonfarming populations with imported food. Although we too easily
tend to forget this fact, every urban culture also farms. Industrial revolutions presuppose agricultural ones, so that city and country grow
together.
Kennecott and the American West are hardly the places to explore
human social evolution writ large, but they did supply distant cities
whose inhabitants rarely gave a second thought to their existence. The
process of linking sparsely populated regions with densely populated
ones has been central to the entire course of western history. It takes
little effort to write the history of the frontier West as a story of
peripheral areas becoming ever more integrated into an urban-indus-
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The story of Kennecott is a classic case in point. When Lieutenant Allen visited the area in 1885, the natives showed him copper
knives, bullets, and jewelry, all of local manufacture. The Ahtna chief
Nicolai explained that he and his people made these things from nuggets in a local river and that he knew of a vein of ore high above his
settlement that he would be happy to show to his visitors after the
snow melted. Ahtna villages had been trading copper goods south to
the coast for generations.29 Although the local Indians clearly regarded
their copper as valuable and depended on it for trade, their uses for it
were limited. Weapons, tools, and jewelry were all they made with
it, so their demand for the metal was considerably smaller than the
supply. What made copper valuable was the human labor and skill
that fashioned it into useful objects. The raw metal itself had much
less intrinsic value, so the Ahtnas could afford to be generous in sharing it. "I do not believe," wrote Allen, "that the natives guard as a
secret treasure the copper or other mineral beds, but think they would
willingly reveal to the white man their knowledge in the matter. "30
Allen, of course, saw the veins of blue-green ore with different
eyes. For him, they had greater intrinsic value, for a reason that would
have meant nothing to Nicolai: copper's ability to conduct electricity.
The culture Allen represented was discovering a new need for this
ability, and so began to draw Nicolai's world into its orbit. Allen's
party embarked on its journey just as an increasing number of American prospectors were scouring the area for gold, a mineral they valued so highly that it could attract immigrants far in excess of the local
ecosystem's ability to feed them. Already the increased numbers of
people, armed with rifles and other weapons, were putting new pressure on local game species. In 1884 an army officer had issued clothing
to natives on the Copper River because "it was quite plain to the casual
observer that the immigration of so many white people into the Cop-

per River Valley meant the driving out of the greater part of the large
game. . . ."31 The long-term consequence was the same in the Copper
River valley as in so many other parts of the West: Game disappeared.32
Conflict seemed likely under such circumstances, and the army,
remembering what had happened ten years before at Little Bighorn,
was careful to make plans for winning any violent encounter that might
occur. This was why Lieutenant Allen had been sent on his journey.
The orders authorizing his expedition bluntly predicted that "the conflicting interests between the white people and the Indians of the Territory may in the near future result in serious disturbances between
the two races. . . ."33 Allen's assignment was to explore what might
be called the military ecology of the region. If the army invaded, it
would bring a massive human influx to the region. Such a force would
face the same choice as any other human population—living upon the
country or importing from Outside—so army officials asked Allen to
report on the local food sources and outside supply lines that would
feed the troops. 34 Although the Ahtna had heretofore been entirely
peaceful in their dealings with Americans, the United States was
planning for violence. It was an old frontier story. One way or another,
an invasion was in the offing.
The ecological nature of Allen's reconnaissance is best suggested
by the order that directed him to pay special attention to any grass
species he encountered along the way. "You will examine," his superior told him, "especially as to the kind and extent of the native grasses,
and ascertain if animals ordinarily used in military operations can be
subsisted and made of service there." 35 Did the Copper River valley
contain enough grass to feed soldiers' horses? On the basis of their
experiences elsewhere in the West, Allen's superiors were asking shrewd
ecological questions, which historians would do well to emulate. Every
human community depends for survival on its relationships with other
species. If people migrate to a new location, other species do too.
These in turn have all sorts of unexpected effects on ecosystems in
which they gain a foothold.
The introduction of alien plants, animals, and diseases is one of
the fundamental stories of environmental history throughout the
American West. Although the process was more limited in Alaska
than elsewhere because of its harsh climates and soils, migration went
on even in the Far North. The most famous instance in the nineteenth
century was Sheldon Jackson's effort to encourage Eskimos living on
the Bering Strait to start raising Siberian reindeer as a substitute for
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trial economy. Because city dwellers were fed by an agricultural system that they themselves controlled and because they could look to so
many different parts of the world to supply themselves, their needs
were in no way limited by their local ecosystem. Indeed, no one place
was essential to their survival, for they could always use their wealth
and capital to look elsewhere if the resources of any one place began
to run out. The same was true of frontier agriculture: If farmers
exhausted the soil, they could move on to greener pastures and start
again. The result was a dynamic, unstable system that constantly
threatened to push beyond the limits of the ecosystems that supported
it.
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Alaskan caribou. Good missionary that he was, Jackson saw the reindeer as a way of introducing natives not just to a replacement source
of food, but to a new pastoral way of life that would be more conducive to the Christian religion he sought to promote, proving again the
intimate linkage of environment, economy, and cultural belief systems. 36
Most such introductions, however, occurred without the help of
self-conscious missionaries like Jackson. When a Euroamerican community did finally develop at Kennecott, residents managed to supply
part of their food needs with the alien species they brought with them.
Inger Jensen Ricci, who spent her childhood in the town, remembered how her parents supplemented family meals with cabbages,
onions, and turnips from a backyard garden. The Jensens kept chickens so as to have fresh eggs and raised rabbits for fresh meat.37 These
mimicked in a small way the much more extensive migration of agricultural species in the West as a whole. But the Jensens' garden was
hardly a farm. It contributed only a small share of the family's food
because Kennecott's climate and terrain were poorly suited to the meat
and grain crops of a typical American diet. The only viable alternative
was for residents to import food from Outside.
The problem was how to do so. Lieutenant Allen's hardships in
traveling across the Alaskan terrain demonstrated that no large-scale
military movements were likely to be successful there, and none in
fact ever took place. Instead, it was Nicolai's copper that finally brought
a Euroamerican invasion to the region, enabling Outsiders to build a
railroad that overcame the seasonal mud and ice of Alaskan travel to
supply an urban-industrial colony by the side of the Kennicott Glacier. Fifteen years after Allen had visited the area, prospectors finally
staked a claim to the blue-green vein that the Ahtna chief had described.
In so doing, they introduced a new legal definition of property to the
valley. Before Kennecott's copper could be used, before it could tempt
anyone to pour millions of dollars into its development, it had first to
be owned. Nicolai and his people claimed important rights of occupancy to the lands around their villages and when necessary defended
them against intruders. But their shifting settlement patterns, and their
reliance on the hunt, left them little concerned about drawing sharp
property boundaries upon the landscape. When Jack Smith and Clarence Warner filed their claim to the copper vein that eventually became
the Bonanza Mine, they had in mind a completely different way of
owning and occupying the terrain. And therein lay the origin of the
community called Kennecott.

Another group of questions about environmental history, then,
has to do with property. How do people imagine they own the land
and creatures around them? How does their legal system express this
sense of ownership, and what consequences does it have for the environment? The legal history of the western economy, particularly as
regards property, remains a largely unexplored field, badly in need of
more theoretically sophisticated studies that will place the law in its
cultural and ecological context.38 Law is the foundation on which
property rests and is therefore the formal expression of a community's
relationship to nature. 39
Kennecott came into being through a wide variety of legal mechanisms. Land laws enabled prospectors to claim ownership rights over
any resources they "found." Laws of bankruptcy and limited liability
allowed the Kennecott Copper Company to come into being and protected its owners from the full consequences of their actions. Contract
laws governed trade and established the rules whereby managers and
laborers worked together. Tort laws defined responsibility for accidents or environmental damages. Together they created a series of
relationships between land and community that broke radically with
the gift-giving spirituality of the Ahtnas. The law defined political
and economic power in the West and is crucial to any systematic
understanding of environmental change in the region.
Because Stephen Birch's Alaska Syndicate was able to buy up
the legal rights to subsurface copper in the mountains above Kennecott, the company's owners knew they could sell and profit from that
copper if only they could bring it to market. Toward that end they
invested millions of dollars in the mining technology that brought ore
out of the ground, the processing technology that purified it, and the
transport technology that delivered it to the smelters where it finally
became a commodity that people would buy. Collectively these technologies—along with the mineral in the ground and the money paid
to workers—became the company's capital, which would henceforth
determine the fate of the town it had called into being.40 The story is
familiar to every mining community in every part of the American
West.
Capital invested at Kennecott was driven by outside forces that
had nothing to do with the local community or ecosystem of the Copper River valley. The syndicate's profits required it to earn the best
rate of return on its investments. Those who capitalized the town
knew from the beginning that its key resource would eventually be
extracted so completely as to destroy the community's raison d'etre.
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They could do this because their own survival in no way depended
on conserving Kennecott's resources for the long run. Quite the contrary. Unlike the hunter-gatherer communities that preceded them,
the owners of Kennecott had little interest in maintaining a self-sustaining relation to their resource base. Once it was used up, they could
simply throw the remnants away.
In the Copper River valley a human population that depended
almost entirely on the local landscape was invaded by a population
that depended virtually not at all on that landscape. The same process
happened to varying degrees throughout the nonagricultural West.
Because the railroad liberated Kennecott's miners from the seasonal
food cycles of the local ecosystem, it permitted a much denser and
more sedentary population to live there. Kennecott's inhabitants lived
in Alaska by converting copper into cash. Market hunters might shoot
wild game in the surrounding valleys, but the residents of Kennecott
and McCarthy purchased their meat in local butcher shops without
ever encountering the animals whose flesh they ate. Local gardens
might yield onions, turnips, cabbages, and other northern produce,
but such crops mainly supplemented a more southerly diet of railborne fish, grain, and meat from distant ports and farms.
Historians writing about the past of any particular western place
would do well to remember that its history is tied to many other regions
undergoing parallel changes at the same time. The canned salmon that
Kennecott's workers consumed in their cafeteria presupposed the prior
development of a commercial fishery along the Pacific coast and the
creation of dozens of packing plants scattered up and down the Alaskan shoreline.41 The bread they ate came to them via Seattle from the
vast agricultural areas of Washington and Oregon, where family farms
followed the time-honored frontier practice of selling wheat—much
as the mine owners sold copper—to buy supplies from the metropolitan economy.42 The coffee that the miners drank, and the sugar they
used to sweeten it, reflected a broader international trade with tropical
areas far to the south, each of which was undergoing its own peculiar
encounter with the forces of capital and empire. 43 Interregional trade
networks such as these had been part of frontier history right from
the beginning. Each trade linkage was also a new interface between
ecosystems in remote parts of the world, and each raises possible lines
of investigation—new paths out of town—for environmental historians seeking to place the history of the American West in its larger
context.44
But what of the smaller context? Kennecott was not simply the
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end of a trade route; it was also a world in its own right, a place where
people made homes for themselves. Questions on a different scale suggest themselves here. Once people have chosen to call a place home,
how do they arrange their lives within it? How does the physical form
of their community reflect their relationships to each other and to the
natural world? The shifting settlements of the Ahtnas responded to
natural cycles of abundance and scarcity but also reflected the Ahtnas'
sense that certain social groups should try to stick together. When a
large summer village broke down into smaller camps, it did so along
clearly defined lines of kinship, gender, and authority. Access to
resources, political power, participation in rituals: all followed a carefully codified set of rules that expressed themselves as spatial pat45

terns.
The same was true of Kennecott. Complex boundaries of class,
gender, and ethnicity produced an intricate social geography between
the mines on the ridgetops, the processing mill in the valley, and the
private town of McCarthy at the foot of the glacier. Most ridgetop
inhabitants were single men, wage employees of the company, who
lived in bunkhouses where the ordinary domestic activities of eating,
playing, and sleeping took place in an unusually public setting. Few
of the men had families, and turnover was high. Miners came from
widely different ethnic backgrounds and did not always speak the same
language. Under such circumstances, "community" was a tenuous thing,
defined partly by the corporation and partly in opposition to the corporation.
Mapping out the geography of gender, class, race, and ethnicity
remains one of the most important but least studied aspects of environmental history. More questions to answer: Why do people live
where they do? How do they declare their differences from one another
in the locations and forms of their homes? How do their dealings with
one another and with nature reflect their positions in society? What
does it mean to be a single man in this place? A married woman? A
middle-class child? A person of color? An immigrant who speaks no
English? A tourist? How do the many categories into which people
divide themselves define the ways they experience and affect the landscape? Who has power over whom in this place, and how does the
land reflect that power?
In the Alaskan copper region a clear class hierarchy overlapped
with gender to create the very different communities of Kennecott,
McCarthy, and the mines. The mines were entirely male and working-class, save for the few foremen and managers—also male—who
45
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directed the mining process. The male world of the mines was matched
by the more female world of McCarthy, although even there men
constituted the larger share of the population. McCarthy was a "private" town, independent of the copper company, and it existed mainly
as a market for the men on the ridgetops. A few miners had wives in
McCarthy and conducted their family lives at long distance on an
irregular cycle of meetings; the children of such unions might see their
fathers only rarely. The rest of the miners visited McCarthy as well,
but their relationships to the women of the town had a more commercial flavor. Sex and affection were usually filtered through the markets
of the saloon and brothel. McCarthy had a middle class of store owners and their wives, but its customers made it a working-class town in
which single men and women were a disproportionate share of the
population.
This was less true of Kennecott, which residents knew simply as
"camp." Camp had little to offer the miners, who rarely even stopped
there on the trip down to McCarthy. Camp did not feel like nearly so
working-class a place as McCarthy or the mines. The mill workers
were single men much like the miners on the ridgetops, but they were
more highly paid and had a higher status. More important, camp was
where the company's manager and superintendent lived. They, along
with the doctor, teachers, nurses, and office workers, constituted the
highest social class in the community. They had a separate dining hall
for themselves and were provided with all the appurtenances of middleclass life: comfortable single-family houses with leather furniture, fine
china, silver service, wall hangings, and other markers of elite status.
Somewhat below them in rank were the various foremen who oversaw
the operations of the mill, but they too got houses that set them apart
from the wageworkers in the bunkhouses.
The consequences of this class hierarchy were manifold. In Kennecott, to be working-class was to be single and male. To be a woman
or child, on the other hand, was to be middle-class—very different
from the situation in McCarthy. Women and children lived in the
one-family dwellings that Americans saw as the ideal environment for
middle-class life; indeed, children were told to stay away from the
working-class bunkhouses "for fear of exposure to the hardened life."46
Then again, even the middle class had gradations; not all single-family
dwellings were equal in status. The less desirable ones were a steep
walk up the hillside next to the mill and did not have indoor plumbing. They had running water only until pipes froze in winter, whereupon a family had to carry its water in pails until spring. Only those

in the most elegant buildings—and the workers in the bunkhouses—
had the luxury of indoor toilets. Everyone else used outhouses. As
Inger Jensen Ricci remembered it, "camp had a very definite class
distinction."47
Not surprisingly, camp's relation to the surrounding environment was very different from that of Nicolai's village. The whole point
of this community, after all, was to carve a maze of tunnels beneath
the slopes where men in heavy woolen clothing wearing carbide lamps
worked in a constant icy fog to extract ore from the mountains' heart.
Other than copper, little in the local ecosystem was essential to Kennecott's survival. Nature therefore became what it was for many other
urban Americans: a place of outdoor recreation, in stark contrast with
the mines' underground place of work. One symbol of this was the
cantilevered tennis court perched on the hillside above camp, where
those who had permission were allowed to play. (Unfortunately the
mosquitoes became such a problem for the players that the court finally
had to be covered over with netting.) Inger's father went hunting and
maintained a trapline, but more as a hobby than anything else. He
was an amateur taxidermist who enjoyed stuffing animals in his spare
time—not something the Ahtnas would have thought to do with their
animal neighbors. Some miners made a practice of drifting back and
forth between underground wage work and "living upon the country"
by hunting for part of the year, but most middle-class excursions from
camp were more for play than anything else. Berry-picking time was
a great favorite of the children, though the food it added to family
tables was hardly a necessity of life. Come summer, families took their
children on holiday to Long Lake, a modest middle-class tent resort
about a dozen miles down the railroad from McCarthy. There, they
could get out into "nature"—not the nature of the Ahtna hunters, but
a nature of genteel leisure and romantic retreat, far from the noisy
industrial world of Kennecott. It was as if a little bit of the Adirondacks had been transplanted to the Far North.
In the end, the abstract questions we ask about environmental
history resolve themselves into small human actions at very particular
times and places: Ahtna hunters setting aside caribou meat as an offering by the fire, miners digging copper in frozen tunnels, middle-class
families fishing by a lake. It is the details that matter. Imagine Inger
Jensen as a ten-year-old Kennecott child out for a sunny walk along
the railroad tracks to gather mountain cranberries so her mother could
make pie—perhaps using an old Scandinavian recipe—as dessert for
the family's dinner table. 48 Then imagine an Ahtna girl doing much
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till gradually shifts beneath them. The people who erected this vast
complex inserted themselves into the local ecosystem, built a community, transformed the local economy, and extracted the only resource
that mattered to them on behalf of urban markets thousands of miles
away. Kennecott exists because a myriad of historical forces joined
together to reshape the hillsides above a dirty glacier in an obscure
Alaskan valley. It was called into being at the behest of such forces,
and it was turned into a ghost town in much the same way. Its copper
was used up, demand declined, markets disappeared, and there was
no longer any reason to maintain so remote and expensive a colony in
so cold and northern a place. And so, overnight, like so many western
ghost towns before it, it all shut down.
The story, of course, does not quite end there. There is still the
long drive over the abandoned railroad bed on which you began your
journey to this place, and the reason you yourself bothered to come
at all. Curiously, these too are among the central questions of environmental history in the American West. Your very presence is proof
that Kennecott remains a kind of colony attached in a new but not
altogether unfamiliar way to the outside world. The old mill now lies
within the bounds of Wrangell-St. Elias National Park, the largest
such park in the entire United States. The property has been deeded
over to the federal government (though the corporation still retains
subsurface rights to the copper—just in case). The old railroad bed
has lost its ties, so that tourists can travel the seventy-odd miles from
Chitina, across the Kuskulana River Bridge, by cable car across the
river, and by foot from McCarthy to the red mills of Kennecott, to
see this symbol of abandoned industrialism within one of the largest
"wilderness" areas of the continent.
That this wilderness is honeycombed with underground tunnels,
pockmarked by blue-green piles of tailings, and still shows traces of
aerial tramways leading from mines to mills, hardly matters to the
backpackers and mountain climbers who visit it today. For them,
escapees from an urban world who are willing to pay dearly to travel
to the outer edges of civilization, this place has become a symbol of
romantic decay in the midst of deep wilderness. Your journey here
has more than a little in common with the trip Kennecott families once
made to the tent resort on Long Lake in their efforts to get away from
town and closer to nature. As you scramble about the ruins of the
place, admiring the icy sublimity of the mountains and reflecting on
the more ambiguous beauty of the mill, you would do well to place
yourself as one of the figures in this ghost landscape. You too are part

of its environmental history, bringing with you—even as a reader—
assumptions about nature and humanity that have led you to choose
this particular place as the object of some desire. The paths out of
town have brought you to Kennecott on the very road that once created it to send copper to the outside world. The end of the journey is
also its beginning: in the wilderness that is culture's creature, the place
where nature and history have met and turned, and turned again.
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recession, and the advance of American settlement westward, explain American
development." One needs to add caveats here about the ideological problems of viewing Indian territory as "free land," about settlement by no means always proceeding
from east to west, and about the dangers of portraying "American settlement [and]
development" monolithically, but even this much-attacked sentence contains more
truth than falsehood.
4. The great historical document describing frontier settlement in medieval Iceland is the Landndmabok, the book of the land taking.
5. Frontier conflicts over landed resources were part of the fur trade economy
as well, especially where fur-bearing mammals were hunted more quickly than they
could reproduce themselves. In the face of such scarcity, conflicts among tribes for
control of hunting territory and for access to market centers became endemic to the
trade.
6. The Indian empires of Central and South America, on the other hand, bear
a much stronger resemblance to their European successors.
7. Indeed, this was the moment when Turner's frontier "closed." The transition from territory to statehood was generally the moment when Turnerian historians
saw the frontier coming to an end.
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